This paper examines if the convergent t-test suggested by Sun (2004) is able to solve spurious regressions with stationary series. In brief, we find that the convergent t-test does provide better control over size compared to the usual t-test and its Newey-West modification and, in most cases implementing a pre-whiting procedure size is further controlled.
I Introduction
It is a well-known fact that the use of nonstationary data can lead to spurious regressions. Granger and Newbold (1974) first found via Monte Carlo simulations that, given two independent random walks, it is likely that a regression of one on the other will produce a "significant" slope coefficient according to the usual t-test. Since the two walks are actually unrelated the statistical significance is spurious and misleading.
Later, Phillips (1986) developed an asymptotic theory for regression between two unrelated I (1) processes, showing that the usual t-statistic does not have a limiting distribution but diverges as the sample size goes to infinity.
Recently, Sun (2004) found that the seemingly inevitable divergent behaviour of the usual t-test is due to the use of a standard error that underestimates the true variation of the slope estimator. He showed that once an appropriate standard error estimate, such as the one suggested in Kiefer and Vogelsang (2002; hereafter, KV) , is used, the resulting t-statistic is no longer divergent.
There is also interest in studying spurious regressions in a stationary environment. As a matter of fact, Granger, Hyung and Jeon (2001; hereafter, GHJ) have found that a spurious regression can even occur in an occasion that the usual t-statistic is actually convergent. Using extensive finite-sample simulations, GHJ gave evidence that the null hypothesis of zero-slope in a regression with two independent stationary autoregressive series or medium-to-long moving averages is severely over-rejected.
In this paper, we are interested in the performance of the convergent tstatistic of KV (2002) and Sun (2004) in the situations considered in GHJ (2001) through Monte-Carlo simulations. In brief, we find that the convergent t-test provides much better control over size than the usual t-test (and its Newey-West modification). In most cases, although the convergent t-test does not produce correct size, the situation is not too bad -particularly, when the sample size is large. However, there are occasions that the likelihood of over-rejection is still high. We also find that implementing an AR(1) pre-whitening procedure may produce further control over size, but with some exceptions.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a short review regarding HAC robust tests and spurious regressions. Section 3 reports and discusses our simulation results. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
II HAC Robust Test Statistics
Consider the regression
Let  be the OLS estimate for  and t  be the corresponding t-ratio. 
CASE I: Spurious regression between AR processes
The first experiment is done by considering and The results in Table 1 Performing a pre-whiting procedure is a plus in all cases. Also, as shown in GHJ . Table 3 The results are generally consistent with those of the previous case. The usual t-test over-rejects frequently, almost one-half for K=10; the rejection frequency increases steadily with K, but is relatively stable over T. Frequency of over-rejection is greatly reduced using the NW test, and is reduced further when the KV test is used. Taking T=250 and K=10 for example, rejection rates of the usual t-test, the NW test and the KV test are 0.491, 0.200 and 0.082, respectively.
For both HAC robust tests, rejection frequency increases steadily with K when T is fixed but decreases with T when K is fixed. Also, in all cases studied, size distortion is reduced further if a pre-whitening procedure is performed. Consider the KV test with pre-whitening, the rejection rate of K=75 is around 0.1 at T=500
and less than 0.1 at T>500. The pre-whitened NW test seems to be very conservative when K is small and T is large -the null hypothesis tends to be under-rejected.
IV Conclusion
This paper assesses whether the convergent t-test of KV (2002) found that the convergent t-test delivers much better control over size comparing to the usual t-statistic and its Newey-West modification. Also, for most cases studied, implementing the convergent t-test with an AR(1) pre-whiting procedure produced further control over size. Yet, in many occasions, the rate of bias rejection is still much higher than the nominal size when the convergent test is used. 
